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1 Introduction
This application note introduces the implementation of FOTA on i.MX RT600.
The Secure Bootloader (SBL) and Secure Firmware (SFW) are an Open
Source Project (OTA) for MCU, launched by NXP. This project supports most
chips of the i.MX RT series and LPC55S69.
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The SBL and SFW are a secure firmware upgrade project for MCU, launched by NXP. The SBL is a second bootloader used with
the FOTA-capable firmware. It manages the upgrade period by verifying and writing the new firmware image to the designated
area of internal or external storage devices.
The SFW is based on FreeRTOS and is designed to implement a complete FOTA process together with the SBL. The SFW
supports to obtain new firmware image through U-Disk and SD card locally, and remotely through the AWS cloud or Alibaba Cloud.
After getting a new firmware image, the SFW itself writes the image to the storage device and set the corresponding flag, then
reboot the device. After entering the SBL, it checks the new firmware image and completes the upgrade. See Figure 1 for the
structural block diagram of SBL and SFW.
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Figure 1. SBL and SFW diagram

3 FOTA implementation
This section demonstrates step-by-step procedure on how to use the SBL and SFW to perform OTA functions by SD Card or
U-Disk with the example of i.MX RT600. Table 1 lists the NXP MCU boards supported by SBL and SFW. For details on SBL and
SFW architecture, refer to FOTA Design for SBL and SFW (document AN13460).
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Table 1. Supported NXP MCU boards
Board

Architecture

Boot device

Security

SBL

Signature

Encryption

ISP Swap

SFW OTA
Remap

U-Disk

●

●

SD card

AWS

Aliyun
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CM7

QSPI Flash

●

●
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QSPI Flash

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
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●
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●

●
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●
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Octal Flash
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●

●

●
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●

●

●

●
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●

●

●

●

●

●

3.1 Signed + Non-encrypted OTA
FOTA includes signature and encryption functions, this chapter first introduces the combination of signature + no encryption.
1. Find the SFW path: sfw\target\evkmimxrt600 in the SFW package.
2. Double-click env.bat.
3. Run the cmd scons –menuconfig to SFW configuration menu, see Figure 2.

Figure 2. SFW configuration menu
4. Select MCU SFW core > Enable OTA > OTA from sdcard > OTA from u-disk, see Figure 3.
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Figure 3. SFW OTA configuration
5. Select MCU SFW Component > secure.
NOTE
Do not select the Encrypted XIP function.

Figure 4. SFW component configuration
6. To save the configuration, select Save > Modified and exit, see Figure 4.
The SFW project supports three compilation tool-chains:
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• IAR
• KEIL
• GCC
Here, use IAR to generate the sfw.bin file.
7. Run scons --ide=iar in the scons window and generate the SFW IAR project, see Figure 5.

Figure 5. Generate IAR project
8. Find the path sfw\target\evkmimxrt600\iar in SFW IAR project.
9. Open the SFW IAR project,
a. Change hello sfw to hello sfw image1, compile, and generate sfw.bin.
b. Change hello sfw to hello sfw image2, generate sfw.bin.
Rename the sfw.bin to sfw2.bin. Now, two SFW.bin files are ready, see Figure 6.
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Figure 6. sfw.bin generate
10. Find the path of SBL: sbl\target\evkmimxrt600 in SFW IAR project.
11. Double-click env.bat file, you get the window as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. SBL component configuration
12. Select MCU SBL Component > secure > signature function.
13. Select signing method as Select signature type ROM use. Here, take ROM use as an example, two other signature
methods are also supported, see Figure 8.
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Figure 8. SBL secure configuration
14. Return to the previous window, because the signature + non-encryption is demonstrated first.
NOTE
Do not select Encrypted XIP function.
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Figure 9. SBL signature configuration
15. To save the configuration, select Save > Modified and exit, see Figure 9.
The SBL project supports three compilation tool-chains:
• IAR
• KEIL
• GCC
Here, use IAR to generate the sbl.bin file.
16. Run scons --ide=iar in the scons window and generate the SBL IAR project, compile SBL project, and
generate sbl.bin.
17. Place the sbl.bin, sfw.bin, and sfw2.bin files at the path sbl\target\evkmimxrt600\secure.
18. To enable ROM secure boot:
a. Generate keys and certificates, refer to chapter "7.4.4.1, Generating Keys and Certificates" of MCU-OTA SBL and
SFW User Guide (document MCUOTASBLSFWUG).
b. Copy folder keys and crts folder path sbl/target/evkmimxrt600/secure.
19. Use scripts to generate signed SBL and SFW, and download them to the RT600 EVK board. Since OTP can only be
burned once, so use only shadow instead of burning OTP.
20. Put the attached scripts otfad_enable.jlink and rkth_otpmaster.jlink at the
path sbl\target\evkmimxrt600\secure.
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21. Open the sign_sbl_app.bat, add Jlink related scripts are shown in Figure 10.
22. Modify the JLink installation directory, serial number, and com port to be currently used.
23. Set the signing_type to ROM_API, see Figure 11.

Figure 10. SBL Jlink script modification

Figure 11. SBL Jlink script configuration
24. Open the sign_enc_sfw.bat.
25. Set the signing_type to ROM_API.
26. Modified the sfw2_otfad_arg, see Figure 12.
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Figure 12. SFW Jlink script configuration
27. Run sign_enc_sfw.bat in scons window and generate the sfw_2_enc.bin file, see Figure 13.

Figure 13. Run sign_enc_sfw.bat
28. Prepare the RT600 EVK board:
a. Connect the Jlink to the board at JTAG interface.
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b. Make sure that the jump JP2 is open.
c. Connect the USB cable to the board at JP5.
d. Set SW5 to ON, OFF, OFF to make RT600 ISP enter into serial ISP mode.
e. Run sign_sbl_app.bat in the scons window and generate the signed sbl and signed sfw file, see Figure 14.
f. Download signed sbl and signed sfw file on the RT600 EVK board.

Figure 14. Run sign_sbl_app.bat
29. Set SW5 to ON, OFF, ON to make RT600 ISP enter into boot from flexspi port b mode.
30. Press SW3, reset RT600.
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31. Open the serial port terminal on the PC, and you see the log hello sfw image1 as shown in Figure 15, which represents
SBL and SFW has run successfully.

Figure 15. SBL and SFW successfully run logs
32. Put the sfw_2_enc.bin generated by sign_enc_sfw.bat into the SD card or U-Disk, and rename it to newapp.bin. Here,
take SD as an example for demonstration insert the SD into the SD card slot of the RT600 EVK board.
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Figure 16. SBL and SFW successfully update logs
33. Remove the SD card when you see the log Please remove the SD card as shown in Figure 16.
34. Reset the RT600 and you see the log hello sfw image2 as shown in Figure 17, which represents SFW has been
updated successfully.

Figure 17. SBL and SFW successfully update and boot logs
So far, FOTA has demonstrated the signature + non-encryption function on the RT600 EVK board.
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3.2 Signed + Encrypted OTA
FOTA includes signature and encryption functions, this chapter introduces the combination of signature + encryption.
1. Find the SFW path: sfw\target\evkmimxrt600 in the SFW package.
2. Double-click env.bat.
3. Run the cmd scons –menuconfig to SFW configuration menu, see Figure 18.

Figure 18. SFW configuration menu
4. Select the MCU SFW core > Enable OTA > OTA from sdcard > OTA from u-disk, see Figure 19.

Figure 19. SFW OTA configuration
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5. Select MCU SFW Component > secure > Encrypted XIP function.

Figure 20. SFW component configuration
6. To save the configuration, select Save>Modified and exit, see Figure 20.
The SFW project supports three compilation tool-chains:
• IAR
• KEIL
• GCC
Here, use IAR to generate the sfw.bin file.
7. Run scons --ide=iar in the scons window and generate the SFW IAR project, see Figure 21.
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Figure 21. Generate IAR project
8. Find the path sfw\target\evkmimxrt600\iar, open the SFW IAR project:
a. Change hello sfw to hello sfw image1, compile, and generate sfw.bin.
b. Change hello sfw to hello sfw image2, generate sfw.bin.
Rename the sfw.bin to sfw2.bin. Now, two SFW.bin files are ready, see Figure 22.

Figure 22. sfw.bin generate
9. Find the path of SBL: sbl\target\evkmimxrt600.
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10. Double-click env.bat file, you get the window as shown in Figure 23.

Figure 23. SBL component configuration
11. Select the MCU SBL Component > secure > signature function > signing method > Select signature type RSA. Here, take
RSA as an example, two other signature methods are also supported, see Figure 24.
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Figure 24. SBL secure configuration
12. Return to the previous window, because the signature + encryption is demonstrated.
13. Select Encrypted XIP function.

Figure 25. SBL signature configuration
14. To save the configuration, select Save > Modified and exit, see Figure 25.
The SBL project supports three compilation tool chains:
• IAR
• KEIL
• GCC
Here, use IAR to generate the sbl.bin file.
15. Run scons --ide=iar in the scons window and generate the SBL IAR project.
16. Compile SBL project and generate sbl.bin.
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17. Place the sbl.bin, sfw.bin, and sfw2.bin file at the path sbl\target\evkmimxrt600\secure.
18. To enable ROM secure boot:
a. Generate keys and certificates, refer to chapter "7.4.4.1, Generating Keys and Certificates" of MCU-OTA SBL and
SFW User Guide (document MCUOTASBLSFWUG).
b. Copy folder keys and crts to folder path sbl/target/evkmimxrt600/secure.
NOTE
This step only must be done only once.

19. Use scripts to generate signed SBL and SFW, and download them to the RT600 EVK board. Since OTP can only be
burned once, so only use shadow instead of burning OTP.
20. Place the attached scripts otfad_enable.jlink and rkth_otpmaster.jlink at the
path sbl\target\evkmimxrt600\secure.
21. Open the sign_enc_sbl_app.bat.
22. Add Jlink related scripts as shown in Figure 26.
23. Modify the JLink installation directory, serial number, and com port to be currently used.
24. Set the signing_type to RSA2048, see Figure 27.

Figure 26. SBL Jlink script modification

Figure 27. SBL Jlink script configuration
18). Open the sign_enc_sfw.bat.
25. Set the signing_type to RSA2048.
26. Modified the sfw2_otfad_arg as shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 28. SFW Jlink script configuration
27. Run sign_enc_sfw.bat in scons window and generate the sfw_2_enc.bin file, see Figure 29.

Figure 29. Run sign_enc_sfw.bat
28. Prepare the RT600 EVK board:
a. Connect the Jlink to the board at JTAG interface.
b. Make sure that the jump JP2 is open.
c. Connect USB cable to the board at JP5.
d. Set SW5 to ON, OFF, OFF to make RT600 ISP enter into serial ISP mode.
e. Run sign_sbl_app.bat in the scons window and generate the signed and encrypted sbl, and signed sfw file,
Figure 30.
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f. Download sbl, and signed sfw file on the RT600 EVK board.

Figure 30. Run sign_sbl_app.bat
29. Set SW5 to ON, OFF, ON to make RT600 ISP enter into boot from flexspi port b mode.
30. Press SW3, reset RT600.
31. Open the serial port terminal on the PC, and you see the log hello sfw image1 as shown in Figure 31, which represents
SBL and SFW has run successfully.
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Figure 31. SBL and SFW successfully run logs
32. Put the sfw_2_enc.bin generated by sign_enc_sfw.bat into the SD card or U-disk, and rename it to newapp.bin. Here,
take U-disk as an example for demonstration:
a. Connect the USB cable to the J6 and ensure that the power supply is ON.
b. Plug the U-disk to the RT600 EVK board and update the image.
For more details, see Figure 32.
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Figure 32. SBL and SFW successfully update logs
33. Unplug the U-disk when you see the log Please unplug the u-disk as shown in Figure 33.
34. Reset the RT600 and you see the log hello sfw image2 as shown in Figure 33, which represents SFW has been
updated successfully.
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Figure 33. SBL and SFW successfully update and boot logs
So far, FOTA has demonstrated the signature + encryption function on the RT600 EVK board.

4 Conclusion
When using FOTA, some notes worth paying attention to:
1. This application note only introduces the security-related upgrade method based on remapping. For functions such as
single image, and ISP, refer to MCU-OTA SBL and SFW User Guide (document MCUOTASBLSFWUG).
2. In the actual operation process, since OTP can only be burned once, the method of writing shadow through Jlink is used
instead of burning some OTP. For the Jlink script involved in this article, see the related software released with this
application note.
3. This application note does not describe the design architecture and specific content of SBL and SFW. For more details,
refer to FOTA Design for SBL and SFW (document AN13460).

5 References
• SBL Repository Link: https://github.com/NXPmicro/sbl
• SFW Repository Link: https://github.com/NXPmicro/sfw
• MCU-OTA SBL and SFW User Guide (document MCUOTASBLSFWUG)
• FOTA Design for SBL and SFW (document AN13460)
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6 Revision history
Table 2 summarizes the changes done to this document since the initial release.
Table 2. Revision history
Revision number

Date

Substantive changes

0
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Initial release
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